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1. Regarding a gene�ic definition for Software Enginee�ing, D. L. Pa�nas, once said: “The multi-
person const�uction of multi-version software”. Why does this pa�ticular definition stand out?

2. One of the goals of Software Enginee�ing is to "attempt to define software development
techniques and guidelines which can then be standardised". Explain why and what is meant
by this?

3. Explain what the te�m "demonstrable quality" denotes in te�ms of Software Enginee�ing?



4. Why do software developers generally const�uct ideas and code around the notion of a
"system"?

5. One of the aims of Software Enginee�ing is to facilitate some of the more mechanical pa�ts of 
software development. Explain what this implies in te�ms of effo�t at va�ious stages of the 
development process.

6. Quality is a ve�y subjective understanding in general. The same goes for quality of software 
solutions. What can be done to t�y to reduce this subjectivity?

7. In te�ms of software solution quality att�ibutes, explain what quality could mean to: 1� an end-
user; 2� a commissioning entity (or client); 3� a system administrator.



8. Thinking about how to increase the quality of a ready software product is a lost cause to 
begin with. What does this mean and how can one avoid it?

9. What do you understand by inte�nal and exte�nal quality att�ibutes of a software solution?

10. From a top-view model point of view, what is the difference between transaction-based
systems and event-d�iven systems? Use one concrete example in your explanation.

11. What is the difference between "time-constrained" and "st�ingent timing". To which types of 
systems do these te�ms apply?



12. The development of dist�ibuted systems present the software developer with a number of 
other considerations not present in other types of solutions. One of the most evident of these 
is process coordination. Explain.

13. How can one increase overall reliability of a dist�ibuted software solution?

14. In your own words, explain the following statement: "There are two aspects to consider when 
developing software solutions, one is building the thing �ight, and the other is building the 
�ight thing." To what do these two aspects refer?

15. Do the two aspects in the previous question necessa�ily imply each other? Explain.



16. Explain in your own words why and how fo�mal desc�iptions and representations, and 
reasoning (based on such desc�iptions and representations), is used to asce�tain the 
co�rectness of software solutions.

17. Sometimes there is confusion when software developers need to deal with reliability and 
robustness requirements of a software solution. Can you clearly differentiate between these 
two impo�tant quality att�ibutes?

18. Efficiency is something that at first glance seems to relate to the product, i.e. the solution 
being const�ucted. However, it pe�tains to both product and process. Can you explain in what 
way it pe�tains to the latter. Give one specific example to substantiate your reasoning.

19. Quite often, user f�iendliness of a solution is exclusively equated to GUI prope�ties. Is this a 
fair assumption? Explain.



20. Explain how the quality att�ibute of Understandability and that of Maintainability are related.

21. The quality att�ibute of Reusability is considered as a relatively "mode�n" att�ibute. Explain 
why this is so.

22. Reusability is something that requires considerable investment before paying off any 
dividends. Explain.

23. How does the quality att�ibute of Po�tability translate into a software solution of higher 
quality?



24. What are the issues, in te�ms of process management, that a "monolithic" development 
process may incur?

25. The introduction of phased software development over monolithic software development 
offers an immediate set of advantages. List these.

26. What is meant by the statement "a development phase cannot be open-ended", and why is 
this the case? How must subsequent software development phases treat abstraction? Why?

27. Explain what you understand a milestone to be in phased development.



28. Both the analysis and implementation phased are unique - differently in their own ways. 
Explain the two cases.

29. Why is it impo�tant to distinguish and separate testing into "component" and "integration"?

30. What would you consider the main drawback of the traditional Wate�fall SDLC to be? Explain.

31. How does the V-shaped model help address the issue of late product matu�ity?



32. How does the Incremental model help address the issue of late stakeholder feedback?

33. What is the difference between evolutiona�y and throw-away prototyping.

34. Prototyping is a central tool used by software developers, especially in an RAD context. It 
neve�theless exhibits a definite inadequacy. What is this inadequacy, and how can it be 
addressed?

35. Explain the notion of a �igid timebox in RAD, and how, while being �igid, it can neve�theless 
cater for realistic progression of development.



36. List and outline two roles of a JAD, or similar grouping, in the context of RAD.

37. Outline and justify the notion and use of "reversibility" in RAD.

38. Explain how the effo�t from the developers' side relating to requirements establishment is 
alleviated in the context of RAD.

39. What is the difference between the notion of a "method" and that of a "technique"?



40. What is the difference between RAD and DSDM?

41. What does the "DSDM Filte�" attempt to achieve?

42. Solutions where user groups are easily identifiable and requirements can be p�io�itised are 
suited for DSDM-based development. Explain why this is so.

43. List and explain two pros and two cons of fo�mally specifying system behaviour.



44. Why is the notion that fo�mal specifications are shunned by stakeholders not t�ue?


